COMMUNISTS DRIVE CENTERS ON WAR DANGER, CLASS STRUGGLE

By WM. J. FORTESCUE
The Daily Worker (communist) Party is conducting a campaign to bring home to the masses the fact that the war danger is not just a concern for the rich and powerful. The campaign highlights the class struggle and the need for workers to unite against the war.

Revolutionary Party of Mongolia Meeting in Congress at Urga

Volunteers in the Daily Worker (communist) Party are traveling to Mongolia to organize the Mongolian workers and peasants. The party is working to build a revolutionary party in Mongolia to lead the working class in the struggle against imperialism.

Cuba Fertile Field for U.S. Capitalists

In a report issued by the Daily Worker (communist) Party, it is revealed that the U.S. is in the process of investing millions of dollars in Cuba. The capitalist class is using Cuba as a stepping stone to gain control over the world.

Imperialist Invasion of Nicaragua

The Daily Worker (communist) Party is warning the people of Nicaragua about the imperialist invasion. The Party is calling for unity among the working class to fight against imperialism.

Lights and Shadows of the Election Fight

By JAY S. GORESH
The Daily Worker (communist) Party is analyzing the election fight. The Party is calling for a workers' government to solve the problems of the workers and peasants.

Workingclass Responding to Communists: Ready to Fight

The Daily Worker (communist) Party is responding to the call of the working class. The Party is calling for unity among the working class to fight against imperialism and for a workers' government.
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CHINA WILL SPEND MILLIONS FOR PLANES

The Daily Worker (communist) Party is analyzing the Chinese economy. The Party is calling for unity among the working class to fight against imperialism and for a workers' government.
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